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Rachis is designed as an Open-Source and cross-platform software for the arrangement of
entities in a hierarchical system, and an interactive key for the entities found in that system.

The GUI is implemented using wxWidgets and porting to systems with a wxWidgets port should
be trivial. Rachis has evolved from Taxabase. It is (re)-written from scratch applying the lessons
learned in the development of Taxabase. In general terms the main goals are better integration
with the host operating system, better file formats that can be easily imported into applications
like spreadsheets, and plugin support. Rachis Features: Good programming models and formal

specification Good documentation Extensive Linux and Windows based support Rachis
Development Status: Rachis is developed under the GPL Rachis has been successfully tested in

the following environments: Microsoft Windows (XP, Server, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1) Mac OS X (10.4,
10.5, 10.6) FreeBSD Solaris Linux Scientific Open-Source Can be run from either Windows or

Linux command-line Can create Quickbooks XML databases for import into Quickbooks or other
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QB applications Integrates with Quickbooks in various ways Generates files in XML and CSV
formats Hierarchical databases Is OS independent How To Install Rachis: Back up your data

Download the latest version of Rachis Unzip the archive Run Rachis from either the command-
line or from a window with a GUI Clean up any temporary files Install any dependencies you may

have using your favorite package manager Finished Documentation Rachis Documentation:
Rachis has a rich set of API documentation that can be accessed via the tool command line

Rachis has an extensive help file with basic usage instructions Help on Rachis is available on the
Rachis Wiki Rachis Licensing: Rachis is licensed under GPL 2.0 Possible use cases for Rachis: Tax

Appeal Tax Collection Accounting Business Intelligence File-Synching Logging Data Exchange
Software Development Bug Tracking Mess

Rachis

Rachis has two key features: Interactive key for entities (aka referenced key): Rachis allows
users to add/remove entities from the database in a convenient way. There are two main ways
of acting on entities: Adding a field to the entity, if the entity doesn’t have it already: Click on
the "+" button, add the field using the dialog that pops-up, add a description if you like and

press OK. The field will be filled in the popup window and shown on the entity. Selecting a field
to add to the entity, and pressing Add: Click on the “Add" button, select the entity and press OK

(if you have several you can select multiple entities using Shift+click and add the fields to all
entities at once using Ctrl+click). The field will be filled in the popup window and shown on the
entity. Removing fields from the entity, if the entity has them already: Click on the “-“ button,

click on the entity and press the OK button in the dialog that pops up. The field will be removed
and shown on the entity. Enter / edit fields for entities: Rachis allows users to enter/edit fields
for entities (also known as referenced key in some computer vision/shape recognition systems

like the ones presented in [1], [2] or [3]). The functionality can be accessed either from the
popup dialogs that show/edit the fields for entities, or from the context menu. Drag & drop

support: Rachis makes the use of standard drag & drop features across applications easy and
intuitive. All the references of the entities are kept (if the entities belong to a reference key, see

below). Moving entities from one table to another (for example from shape-to-shape) can be
very useful for a number of applications. Data Flow: Entities of the database can be shown in
tables. These tables can be searched. Entities can be selected. They can be dragged from a

table to another table. The primary purpose of Rachis is to provide a convenient way of
managing the entities. It also allows for creating new entities (either by importing from another
software, as described below), but this is a feature currently under development. By default the

entities are stored in the database “Core” (an SQLite database containing most of the
information). Rachis allows for migrating the entities to other databases (the location of the

database that is 3a67dffeec
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--> Easy to use Open Source Software Rachis is an easy to use and powerful application for
creating, modifying and querying hierarchical data. - Strong focus on integration of the
application into the host operating system - Implemented in pure C, no dependencies to other
packages - Easy to edit of files and a good XML export function - Full integration in Windows -
Plugin interface using the STL and the ACE framework - Support for many file formats (no import
from a spreadsheet) - Plugins via a plugin development framework - Unix porting (tested on
Cygwin) - Mac OS porting in progress - Plugin support for user defined entities - Separate class
for entities (see picture) - Separate class for configuration - Support for multi-table-relational
(mts) databases (SQLite, Oracle, MySQL) The following main features are implemented: -
Arranging entities in a tree-like structure (the tree metaphor) - Organization of entities in a tree
(subtrees) - Entity attributes - Displaying attributes of every entity - Inserting, modifying and
deleting of entities - Querying entities using a query language - Advanced filtering - Pretty
printing of tree structure - Creation of tables - Export of data to spreadsheets - Good i18n
support (21 languages available) - Users and groups (multiple users with separate
login/authorization) - Single sign-on and other SAML support A unique feature of Rachis are
attachments. Rachis has the ability to create folder based attachments (like in a zip-archive) for
every entity and attach those attachment to an entity. Rachis is an application which needs no
special installation except for the root of the C drive. The Rachis application can read/write to a
standard database (Ex. SQLite) or any type of file (Ex. CSV, XML). Any database driver can be
used to access the data. Rachis supports the following file formats: - CSV - XML - HTML - Excel
The Rachis binary can read (in a second pass) and save (in a second pass) Microsoft Office 2000,
2003 or 2007 XLS or XLSX files. It can also read and save any XML-based file format. Rachis
uses an open XML API on top of the TAXI_XML_READER and TAXI_

What's New in the?

- Support for a cross-platform software, from Windows to Linux to Mac. - A standard software for
configuring and editing Organisations and their entries. - Customisation support: a plugin
architecture. - Easy to port to other systems with wxWidgets - Allows code-sharing - There are
no quotas on how many entries you can have in an Organisation - You can use any charset when
saving files. - It has a XSD schema for the entities in the organisations so you don't have to
guess, and a file format that includes the name of the parent Organisation - The GUI can be
easily customized - It has a plugin support, allowing a plugin (e.g. Rachis_Calendar) to be loaded
and run as a plugin. The main plugin is Rachis_GUI, which contains the basic GUI and a lot of
important code. Other plugins could use other layouts, and could be used to insert entries,
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actions, validation, etc. lstoad:: A listview which can be configured to use an an "imagelist" or a
"colbox" to store it's data. This plugin has been ported from the ZT version. plugins/lstoad_png::
A plugin for tinylstoad which uses png files instead of loading text files. It allows transparency if
nonglare and optionally an icon. plugins/lstoad_svg:: A plugin for tinylstoad which uses svg files
instead of loading text files. It allows transparency if nonglare and optionally an icon.
plugins/lstoad_annotate:: A plugin for tinylstoad which allows to drag and drop a column in a
listview and show annotations to the currently dragged column in a listview. Some of the build
options are controlled through a configuration file (e.g. the database.ini in the html_plugin
directory). By default a user has full control over the build, and can even choose where to have
the build occur (build may take a long time to complete). If you find errors or have any
suggestions, do not hesitate to contact us. Note: Requires the following libraries: wxWidgets: to
configure the wxWidgets library see the wxWidgets wiki, CMake or this list. The python-
wxWidgets is NOT enough,
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System Requirements For Rachis:

NVIDIA 4xx or AMD 2xx series or better Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 At least 1GB of RAM (2GB
recommended) 100MB of free disk space DirectX 9, 10 or 11 (10 recommended) Your mind, your
game. Red Orchestra 2: Heroes of Stalingrad - Free Preview The official Red Orchestra 2: Heroes
of Stalingrad free alpha invites you to get behind the machine of war in this WW2 tactical
shooter set in the Russian front.
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